Neurofibromatosis type 2 French cohort analysis using a comprehensive NF2 molecular diagnostic strategy.
Neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) affects about one in 25,000 to 40,000 people. Most NF2 patients have private loss-of-function mutations scattered along the NF2 gene. Here, we present our NF2 investigation strategy. We report a comprehensive NF2 mutation analysis of 221 NF2 French patients: 134 unrelated typical NF2 patients fulfilling the Manchester criteria and 87 unrelated patients presenting symptoms that partially fulfilled the Manchester criteria. A NF2 mutation was identified in 56 of the 221 patients, giving a global mutation detection rate of 25%. This rate reached 37% (49/134) for typical NF2 patients fulfilling the Manchester criteria and only 8% (7/87) for patients presenting symptoms suggestive of NF2. Six of these seven patients were under 25 of age. Our approach showed that 77% of NF2 identified variants were detected by coding exons sequencing. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification allowed the identification of restricted rearrangements (23% of NF2 identified variants corresponding to complete deletion or partial deletion/duplication of NF2). High mutation detection rate can be achieved if well phenotyped NF2 patients are studied with multiple complementary and optimized techniques. NF2 somatic mosaicism detection was improved by frozen tumor samples molecular analysis.